
Dennis MaaDonald 	 12/17/95 

188 "ilford St., 
Manchester, NH 03102 

Der Dennis, 

Since getting the enclosec)
// 
letter from Carol Deck yesterday along with two 

sailed containers of disks and what she had not returned earlier, corrected Chapter 

21, I've been wondering how best co send them to you when p.ur school may be closed for 

the break. I finally decided that if I send them certified and you are not home a 

notice will be left for yeu and you can pick them up at the post office or have than 

delivered tie next day if one of you would then be home. I hope this does not cause 

any inconvenience but it deee seem to be the safest way for this time of the year. 

I also wondered if I should return the printouts to you but decided that 

rather than do that now I'd await word from you on it. 

There remalps ample reason to suspect that 'arol was up to something not 

visible for she ingored at leAst six phone calls two of which were to her office when 

she was there, did not tell me when she moved and then got an unlisted phone number 

and stonewalled until I told her I'd see her in court. She also does not deny what I 

remembered for my previous letter to her, that bit about the FBI boyfriend. (Ind none 

of this makes sense when she could have delivert:d the disks when she said she had too 

much work on her job to continue at a cost of only a quarter or an hour. And that half 

a year ago. 

6o, I do remain suspicious. 

Rope you botr have a good holiday, 

I've posted some corrections she did nit make. 

WheAter the disks are the originals may be indicated by her notations on them, if made 

all at one time, etc. 


